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An analytical model is developed for optimizing two key parameters of an external passive Q-switch in a
fiber laser from the criterion of the minimum averagemode area inside the saturable absorber. One para-
meter is the optimum focal position that is analytically derived to be a function of the thickness and
initial transmission of the saturable absorber. The other parameter is the optimum magnification of
the reimaging optics that is analytically derived to be in terms of the numerical aperture and core radius
of the laser fiber as well as the thickness and initial transmission of the saturable absorber. To demon-
strate the utilization of the present model, an experiment on the subject of the passivelyQ-switched fiber
laser is performed and optimized. © 2008 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 140.3540, 140.3510, 140.3615, 140.3430.

1. Introduction

Thedominanceofexcellentbeamquality,highefficiency,
compactness and reliability has enabled diode-pumped
rare-earth-doped double-clad fiber lasers to be very im-
portant light sources [1,2]. In recent years, high-peak-
power Q-switched fiber lasers have attracted a great
deal of attention because they are practically useful in
numerous applications, such as range finding, remote
sensing, industrial processing, and medicine [3–6].
Among various Q-switching methods, the passive Q-
switching technique by means of saturable absorbers
is particularly interesting from both a fundamental
anda technological point of view.Uptonow,Cr4þ-doped
[7], Sm-doped [8], and Tm3þ

–Yb3þ codoped [9] fibers
havebeendevelopedasfibersaturableabsorbersinfiber
laser systems in the range of 1:0–1:1 μm.
Alternatively, thepassiveQ-switchingof a fiber laser

at 1:0–1:1 μm can be achieved by use of a Cr4þ-doped
crystal [10–13] or a semiconductor material [14] as
an external saturable absorber. The extended cavity
consists of a reimaging optics to couple the laser mode
intothesaturableabsorber[15].Inmostcases,theaver-
agemodearea inside thesaturableabsorber, As, signif-

icantly affects the output pulse energy and efficiency
[16].Therefore,itisimportanttodevelopadesignmodel
for optimizing the averagemode area inside the satur-
able absorber.

Herewebrieflydescribe thesignificanceofAs for the
passiveQ-switchingoperationandthenderiveAsasan
analytical function of the focal position of the reima-
ging mode, the numerical aperture and core size of
the laser fiber, and the initial transmission and thick-
ness of thesaturableabsorber.Theanalytical function
enables us to obtain an explicit expression for the op-
timum focal position of the reimaging lasermode.Un-
der the condition of minimum As, the optimum
magnification of the reimaging optics is exactly de-
rived in terms of the physical parameters of the laser
fiber and the saturable absorber. The present model
provides a straightforward procedure to determine
the optimum reimagingmagnification for an external
passiveQ-switch inafiber laser.Apracticalexampleof
an end-pumpedYb-doped fiber laserwith aCr4þ:YAG
crystal as a saturable absorber is considered to illus-
trate the utilization of the present model.

2. Background

The coupled rate equations often used to model pas-
sively Q-switched lasers are generally based on the
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approximation of the uniform pumping of the gain
medium, the intracavity optical intensity as axially
uniform, and the complete recovery of the saturable
absorber [17–19]. Including the focusing effect, the
coupled equations for a four-level saturable absorber
are given by [16,20]

dϕ
dt

¼ ϕ
tr

�
2σnl − 2σgsngsls − 2σesnesls

−

�
ln
�
1
R

�
þ L

��
; ð1Þ

dn
dt

¼ −γcσϕn; ð2Þ

dngs

dt
¼ −

A
As

cσgsϕngs; ð3Þ

ngs þ nes ¼ nso; ð4Þ

where ϕ is the intracavity photon density with re-
spect to the cross-sectional area of the laser beam
in the gain medium, n is the population density of
the gain medium, ls is the length of the saturable ab-
sorber, A=As is the ratio of the average area in the
gain medium and in the saturable absorber, nso is
the total population density of the saturable absor-
ber, ngs and nes are the instantaneous population
densities in the ground and excited states of the sa-
turable absorber, respectively, σgs and σes are the
ground-state absorption and excited-state absorption
cross sections of the saturable absorber, respectively,
R is the reflectivity of the output mirror, L is the
round-trip dissipative optical losses, γ is the inver-
sion reduction factor (γ ¼ 1 and γ ¼ 2 correspond
to, respectively, four-level and three-level systems;
see Ref. [17]), and tr ¼ 2l0=c is the round-trip transit
time of light in the cavity optical length l0, where c is
the speed of light. Note that although the approxima-
tion of uniform population inversion and photon den-
sity is not rigorously accurate, it has been confirmed
to provide an excellent design guideline for solid-
state lasers [16–18]. The experimental results shown
in Section 5 validate the uniform approximation to be
also applicable in fiber lasers.
Dividing Eq. (3) by Eq. (2) yields a separable first-

order ordinary differential equation:

dngs

dn
¼ A

As

1
γ
σgs
σ

ngs

n
: ð5Þ

Equation (5) can be solved to obtain

ngs ¼ nso

�
n
ni

�α
; ð6Þ

where ni is the initial threshold value of the popula-
tion inversion density in the gain medium at the
start of Q-switching and the quantity α is given by

α ¼ 1
γ
σgs
σ

A
As

: ð7Þ

We denote the quantity α to be the bleaching rate
parameter (BRP) because its value determines the
bleaching rate after the population inversion density
reaches the initial threshold value.

With the coupled rate of Eqs. (1)–(4), the expres-
sion for the output pulse energy of the passively
Q-switched laser has been derived to be given by
[16,19]

E ¼ hvA
2σγ ln

�
1
R

�
x; ð8Þ

where hv is the laser photon energy, R is the reflec-
tivity of the output mirror, and the parameter x re-
presents the extraction efficiency of the energy
stored in the gain medium through the lasing pro-
cess. In terms of the BRP, the equation for the para-
meter x is given by

1 − e−x − xþ
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�
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Note that in the calculation of the pulse energy with
Eq. (8) the effect of cavity losses is included in the
process of solving Eq. (9) with the parameter L.
Furthermore, the nonlinear effects are not included
in the present model because of the property of large
mode areas of the fiber lasers studied here.

Equation (6) manifests that the larger the BRP, the
faster the saturable absorber is bleached. As a con-
sequence, the larger the BRP, the higher is the
output efficiency of a passively Q-switching laser
[16–19]. As indicated in Eq. (7), the BRP is propor-
tional to the effective ratio A=As for a given gain med-
ium and a given saturable absorber. Therefore, the
optimization of the effective ratio A=As is essentially
critical for developing an efficient passively Q-
switched laser. For a given fiber laser, the maximiza-
tion of the effective ratio A=As is directly related to
the minimum As, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Since the
minimum As is governed by the reimaging magnifi-
cationMa of the extended cavity, it is of practical use-
fulness to derive the optimummagnification in terms
of the physical parameters of the laser fiber and the
saturable absorber.

Itisworthwhiletomentionthattheuseofanexternal
passive Q-switch and a high reflector is usually suffi-
cient to completely prevent the CW lasing between
the fiber end facets because the threshold is consider-
ablyreducedbytheexternal feedback.Thedetaileddis-
cussion will be given in Section 5.
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3. Optimization of Reimaging Magnification

The laser mode size in the saturable absorber is gen-
erally given by [21]

ωsðzÞ ¼ ωo

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ ½Cðz − zoÞ� 2

q
; ð10Þ

with

C ¼ M2λ
πnrω 2

o
; ð11Þ

where ωo is the beamwaist of the laser mode, zo is the
position of the beam waist, λ is the laser wavelength,
M2 is the beam-quality factor, nr is the refractive in-
dex of the saturable absorber, and the point z ¼ 0 is
set at the incident surface of the saturable absorber.
For a given core radius rc, the beam waist in the sa-
turable absorber is directly related to the reimaging
magnification Ma by

ωo ¼ Marc: ð12Þ

With the brightness theorem, the beam-quality fac-
tor M2 can be given by

M2 ¼ ðNA · rcÞðπ=λÞ; ð13Þ

whereNA is the numerical aperture of the laser fiber.
Substituting Eqs. (12) and (13) into Eq. (11), the fac-
tor C can be expressed as

C ¼ NA

nrMa
2rc

: ð14Þ

To take the round-trip effect into account, the aver-
age mode area in the saturable absorber, As, can be
properly in terms of the mean square of the average
mode size as

As ¼ πhω2
s i ð15Þ

with

hω2
s i ¼

R la
0 ω2

s ðzÞ½e−nsoσgsz þ e−nsoσgsð2la−zÞ�dzR la
0 ½e−nsoσgsz þ e−nsoσgsð2la−zÞ�dz

; ð16Þ

where la is the thickness of the saturable absorber
and the weighting function e−nsoσgsz comes from the
absorption effect. For the single-pass approximation,
the effective beam area factor can be expressed as

hω2
s i ¼

R la
0 ω2

s ðzÞe−nsoσgszdzR la
0 e−nsoσgszdz

: ð17Þ

Figure2 showsa comparison for the calculated results
hω2

s i obtained with Eqs. (16) and (17) for a typical case
with the parameters of NA ¼ 0:04, rc ¼ 12:5 μm,
nr ¼ 1:82,To ¼ 0:4, and la ¼ 2mm. It can be seen that
theoptimumfocalposition isshiftedbyapproximately
0:2mm when the round-trip effect is taken into ac-
count. Therefore, the influence of the round-trip effect
on the effective beam area can be clearly found to be
insignificant.SinceEq. (17) for thesingle-passapprox-
imation leads the derivation to be more concise, it is
used for optimizing the effective beam area. On the
other hand, the standing-wave effect is omitted be-
cause themultilongitudinalmode operation of long fi-
bers reduces this effect.

Substituting (10) into (17), the integration can be
exactly carried out and the average mode area is ex-
pressed as

As ¼ πω2
oC2

�
z2o − 2zola

�
1

lnð1=ToÞ
−

To

1 − To

�

þ
�
1

C2 þ
2l 2a

ðlnð1=ToÞÞ2

− l2a

�
To

1 − To

��
1þ 2

lnð1=ToÞ
��	

; ð18Þ

where To ¼ e−nsoσgsla represents the initial transmis-
sion of the saturable absorber. Note that the expres-
sion of Eq. (18) is in term of the initial transmission
To instead of nsoσgs because To is a macroscopic prop-
erty of the saturable absorber and can be definitely
measured.

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the external cavity in a passively
Q-switched fiber laser. ωo is the beam waist of the laser mode; zo is
the position of the beam waist.

Fig. 2. A comparison for the calculated results hω 2
s i obtained with

Eqs. (16) and (17) for a typical case with the parameters of
NA ¼ 0:04, rc ¼ 12:5 μm, nr ¼ 1:82, To ¼ 0:4, and la ¼ 2mm.
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Figure 3 shows a calculated example with Eq. (18)
and the parameters of NA ¼ 0:04, rc ¼ 12:5 μm,
nr ¼ 1:82, and la ¼ 2mm to demonstrate the depen-
dence of the average mode area on the focal position
for several To values. It can be seen that there is an
optimum focal position for minimizing the average
mode area. The optimum focal position zopt for the
minimum mode area can be analytically determined
by partially differentiating Eq. (18) with respect to zo
and setting the resulting equation equal to zero:

∂As

∂zo






zo¼zopt

¼ 2πω2
oC2

×
�
zopt − la

�
1

lnð1=ToÞ
−

To

1 − To

�	
¼ 0: ð19Þ

Equation (19) leads to the zopt to be given by

zopt ¼ la

�
1

lnð1=ToÞ
−

To

1 − To

�
: ð20Þ

Equation (20) indicates that the optimum focal posi-
tion depends only on la and To, i.e., the properties of
the saturable absorber. Substituting Eqs. (12), (14),
and (20) into Eq. (18), the average mode area at
the optimum focal position is then given by

As ¼ π
�
Ma

2r2c þ
ðNAÞ2l2a
n2
rMa

2

�
1

ðlnð1=ToÞÞ2
−

To

ð1 − ToÞ2
�	

:

ð21Þ

The optimum magnification, Mopt, for minimizing
the mode area can be analytically determined by par-
tially differentiating Eq. (21) with respect to Ma and
setting the resulting equation equal to zero:

∂As

∂Ma






Ma¼Mopt

¼ π
�
2Moptr2c −

2ðNAÞ2l2a
n2
rM3

opt

×
�

1

ðlnð1=ToÞÞ2
−

To

ð1 − ToÞ2
�	

¼ 0:

ð22Þ

Consequently, the Mopt is given by

Mopt ¼
�ðNAÞ2l2a

n2
r r2c

�
1

ðlnð1=ToÞÞ2
−

To

ð1 − ToÞ2
�	

1=4
: ð23Þ

Equation (23) indicates that the optimum reimaging
magnification Mopt can be straightforwardly deter-
mined with the numerical aperture and core radius
of the laser fiber as well as the thickness and initial
transmission of the saturable absorber. Figure 4 de-
picts a calculated example with Eq. (22) and the
parameters of NA ¼ 0:04, rc ¼ 12:5 μm, nr ¼ 1:82,
and To ¼ 0:5 to reveal the dependence of the average
mode area on the magnification Ma for several la va-
lues. The dashed line in Fig. 4 shows the minimum
average mode areas corresponding to the optimum
magnification Mopt.

4. Experimental Results

To illustrate the utility of the present model, a Yb-
doped fiber laser with a Cr4þ:YAG crystal as a satur-
able absorber is considered. Figure 5 shows the plot
of the experimental setup that consists of a 1:5m
long fiber with a core diameter of 25 μmand a numer-
ical aperture of 0.04. The fiber end facets were cut to
be normal incident for the free-running operation.
The pump source was a 13W 976nm fiber-coupled
laser diode with a core diameter of 400 μm and a nu-
merical aperture of 0.22. A focusing lens with 25mm
focal length and 92% coupling efficiency was used to
reimage the pump beam into the fiber through a di-
chroic mirror with high transmission (>90%) at
976nm and high reflectivity (>99:8%) at 1075nm.
The pump spot radius was approximately 200 μm.

Fig. 3. Dependence of the average mode area on the focal position
for several To values; the results are calculated with Eq. (18) and
the parameters of NA ¼ 0:04, rc ¼ 12:5 μm, nr ¼ 1:82, and
la ¼ 2mm.

Fig. 4. Dependence of the average mode area on the magnifica-
tion for several la values; the results are calculated with Eq. (22)
and the parameters of NA ¼ 0:04, rc ¼ 12:5 μm, nr ¼ 1:82, and
To ¼ 0:5.
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The Cr4þ:YAG crystal has a thickness of 1:57mm
with 40% initial transmission at 1075nm. Both sides
of the Cr4þ:YAG crystal were coated for antireflec-
tion at 1075nm (R < 0:2%). The saturable absorber
was wrapped with indium foil and mounted in a cop-
per block without active cooling.
Substitution of the experimental parameters of

NA ¼ 0:04, rc ¼ 12:5 μm, nr ¼ 1:82, To ¼ 0:4, and
la ¼ 1:57mm into Eq. (22) yields Mopt ¼ 0:88. With
the available optics, we setup an extended cavity
to obtain a reimaging magnification of Ma ¼ 0:9 that
nearly achieves the optimum value of Mopt ¼ 0:88. A
translation stage was used to adjust the longitudinal
position of the Cr4þ:YAG crystal for investigating the
influence of the focal position on the average mode
area as well as the output performance.
Figure 6 shows the experimental results for the de-

pendence of the output pulse energy on the focal po-
sition at an incident pump power of 10W. The
theoretical calculations based on Eqs. (8) and (9)
and the parameters of σ ¼ 2:4 × 10−21 cm2 [22], σgs ¼
8:7 × 10−19 cm2 [23], σes ¼ 2:2 × 10−19 cm2 [23],
R ¼ 0:04, and L ¼ 0:04 are also shown in Fig. 6 for
comparison. It can be seen that the output energy
is significantly influenced by the focal position and
the optimum focal position agrees very well with
the theoretical analysis of zopt ¼ 0:7–0:9mm.

AlthoughmostofthefiberlaserscangetCWlasingbe-
tween facetswithout the external high-reflection cavity,
the threshold of the fiber laser with an extended high-
reflection cavity is considerably lower than that of the
fiber laser without external feedback. Experimental re-
sults reveal that the thresholdof thepassiveQ-switched
fiber laser with an extended cavity is also usually lower
than that of CW free-running operation between facets,
as shown inFig. 7. Since the extended cavity dominates
the lasing, the couple-cavity effect arising from facets
is insignificant in the performance of the passive Q-
switchingoperation.Figure8showsthepulserepetition
rate and the pulse energy versus the incident pump
powerattheoptimumfocalposition.Thepulserepetition
rate initially increaseswithpumppower,and isapproxi-
matelyup to22kHz at an incident pumppower of10W.
Like typically passivelyQ-switched lasers, thepulse en-
ergies weakly depend on the pump power and their va-
lues are found to be approximately 210 μJ. The pulse
width is found to be in the range of 60–70ns, as shown
in the inset of Fig. 8.

Fig. 5. Schematic setup of a diode-pumped passively Q-switched
Yb-doped double-clad fiber laser. HR: high reflection; HT: high
transmission.

Fig. 6. Experimental and theoretical results for the output pulse
energy as a function of the focal position. Symbols are experimen-
tal data. Solid line is calculated results using Eqs. (8) and (9).

Fig. 7. AverageoutputpowersversustheincidentpumppowerforCW
lasingbetweenfacets,CWlasingwiththeexternalhigh-reflectioncavity,
andpassiveQ-switchingoperationwiththeexternalhigh-reflectioncav-
ity and the saturable absorber at the optimum focal position.

Fig. 8. Pulse repetition rate and pulse energy versus the incident
pump power at the optimum focal position.
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To validate the developed models, twomore experi-
mentswereperformedwithother saturable absorbers
(To ¼ 0:3, la ¼ 3:0mmandTo ¼ 0:6, la ¼ 2:6mm) and
areimagingmagnificationofMa ¼ 0:7.Figure9shows
the experimental results for the dependence of the
outputpulseenergyonthe focalpositionatan incident
pump power of 10W. The good agreement between
experimental results and theoretical predictions con-
firms the validity of our physical analysis.

5. Conclusion

We have developed an analytical model for the optimi-
zation of the extended cavitywitha saturable absorber
inapassivelyQ-switched fiber laser.Fromthecriterion
of the minimum average mode area inside the satur-
able absorber, the optimum focal position was derived
to be an analytical function of the thickness and initial
transmission of the saturable absorber. With the ex-
pression of the optimum focal position, the optimum
magnification of the reimaging optics was exactly de-
rived tobea compact close formin termsof thephysical
properties of the laser fiber aswell as the saturable ab-
sorber. The present model provides a straightforward
procedure to determine the key parameters for opti-
mizingpassivelyQ-switchedfiber lasers.Finally,anex-
periment on the subject of the passively Q-switched
fiber laser has been performed to validate the present
model and to manifest the utilization.
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